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Dutch urban ground lease

In a nutshell & the Amsterdam case
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Agenda

• Introduction
• Leasehold for housing
• Leasehold debate in Amsterdam
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Some history

• ‘Erfpacht’ in Roman-Dutch Law
• Dominium utile

• Act on Ground Lease 1824
• Limited real right for maximum 99 years

• Civil Code 1838
• No limitation in time: open ended ground lease possible

• Civil Code 1992
• Debate in parliament on draft Book 5, Title 7 Civil Code: ‘land delivery 

for housing by municipalities’
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Typology

• Urban ground lease: housing
• Agricultural ground lease: farming
• Industrial & commercial ground lease: e.g. Port of Rotterdam
• Green ground lease: housing & agriculture in nature areas
• Private ground lease: housing, land held by private investors
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Ground lease in Civil Code

• One general set of rules
• Allows a lot of freedom to parties (in fact lessor)
• Drafted with government as lessor in mind

• Only a few rules are written in favour of the lessee 
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Main characteristic

• A limited proprietary right that entitles the lessee to hold and use 
land that is owned by someone else (the lessor) 

• The right to use the lessors’ property as if he was the owner: the 
land, including the buildings 

• Against payment in money (lumpsum of periodically)
• Lessee cannot change the use (e.g. housing) without permission of 

the owner
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Time

• Limited in time (e.g. 75 years)
• No minimum

• Open-ended
• Continuous ground lease 

• the lessor reserves the right to unilaterally change the terms and 
conditions after a certain period of time
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(Un)popularity of urban ground lease

• Introduction in 1896
• Tool for municipal land policy: control of land use

• Esp. important at the time when public law tools to implement spatial 
planning were unknown in the Netherlands

• Way to facilitate affordable housing
• The community benefits from the increase of the land value, and 

not the individual land owner
• Way to capture the ‘surplus value’ of the land, if more intensive 

land use is allowed
• ‘Cashcow’
• Citizens prefer ownership
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Tool during the financial crisis (1/2)

• 2013-2016: 1 out of 10 newly constructed houses on ground 
lease

• 28.000 houses
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Tool during the financial crisis (1/2)

• Large redevelopment projects, e.g. Calypso and Market Hall in 
Rotterdam
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The Amsterdam Case
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September 8, 
2014
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Elections: promise to abolish ground 
lease

October 23, 2017 13
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From ‘continuous’ to ‘open ended’
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maps.amsterdam.nl
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Court cases

• New terms after period: unfair? (directive 93/13/ EEG, on unfair 
terms in consumer contracts)

• Supreme Court (29 April 2016): directive only applicable on 
ground leases established after 31st December 1994
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In the meanwhile in Amsterdam
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Conclusions

• Still a valuable tool for government and citizen
• However ground lease is misunderstood by citizen

• In the current housing market limited space to negotiate
• Need for protection of citizen

• Current regulation in Civil Code leaves too much freedom for lessor


